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Across

1. a coming in

2. an introduction

3. an unnatural paleness

10. to turn aside

11. country-like

16. a movement from one country to another

17. able to float easilty

23. enlessly

32. to admit as true

35. the starting point of a building

37. not feeling remorse

38. to separate

44. a large military force

45. shabby

51. to lowetr in esteem

53. to put into chains

54. to justify

55. to stir up

56. unrefined

57. to grasp mentally

58. very steep

Down

4. to move to action

5. very high

6. to examine thoroughly

7. spoiled

8. one who begins a lawsuit

9. to perform without preparation

12. to deliver a loud speech

13. getting on well with others

14. causing uncertainty

15. mean

18. the main impact

19. an overwhelming defeat

20. able to do many things well

21. generous act

22. pedigree

24. to restore to friendship

25. impossible to maintain

26. fluent in speech

27. to lengthen in time

28. to refuse with scorn

29. a small group of people

30. to involve in conflict

31. to slpit open

33. to add to

34. genuine

36. to make weak

39. in a friendly manner

40. very abundant

41. turned away from what is good

42. a deceitful fellow

43. not planned

46. to torment

47. to clear from a charge

48. inactive

49. to divide and give out in shares

50. a fighter

52. to lose size


